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About This Game

Try. Try again. In Rewind you can clone yourself and manipulate time to solve both the puzzles and the mystery of why you are
here. Use the weapons at your disposal to eliminate your enemies, even if it's yourself. Can you make it to the exit? You can

only count on yourselves.

Created by Rachel "Angel_Mapper" Cordone, author of the award winning Unreal Tournament 3 mod "Prometheus", Rewind is
the debut game from Stubborn Horse Studios.
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Title: Rewind
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Stubborn Horse Studios
Publisher:
Stubborn Horse Studios
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or higher.

Processor: 2.0+ GHz processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3-compatible video card

Storage: 1400 MB available space
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Great game, just needs more players!. If you like Limbo, I wouldn't suggest this game.
It's just a sloppier clone with some frustrating gameplay mechanics.
Far too many times I died because of trial and error - some land you can walk on, some kills you, yet you wont know until you
die to it.
Yes you die a lot in Limbo from the unknown, but it never felt cheap. You either rushed in or didnt react quick enough.
In this game, it just kills you to feign some sort of challenge or depth. The rules also change whenever they feel like it. You
might learn one mechanic, for it to change in the next room. And while that may sound innovative, it is implemented poorly.
I gave this one a real chance to try and recapture some of the immersiveness I felt from Limbo, but it came nowhere close, and I
just left angry and disappointed.. You're better off spending your money on literally anything else.. A unique weird puzzle game.
Making stars and constellation.
Pretty visual, shame it give the player lack of hint on how to create certain stars, luckily someone provide a help on the game's
steam guide.

If you like alchemy kind of puzzle game, then this is for you.. Awsome side scroller! For that classic retro Feell. Like a female
Ninja Gaiden\/ Strider. For the current price this does not contain much gameplay. Not good Ubisoft... NOT good. Stay away.
Cut the price in half and it might be worth it.. Meh. It's worth the under a dollar purchase , I guess. The game is just not
engaging enough. the mechanics are fine, but the story needs more development or maybe add more story or something. Not
sure, but didnt pull me in. Nice mood tho.
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Alot of the negative reviews seem to me like people not very good and willing to fail\/experiment a lot with parties and buils and
those who were expecting a narrative experience comparable to Baldurs Gate. Frankly, I feel as though the roleplaying aspects
and story line of Baldurs Gate is pretty out dated. The combat however is still very entertaining and satisfying. Thats what
Icewind Dale sticks to mostly, but it doesn't mean it doesn't have narrative\/

I actually thought Icewind Dale was a lot more immersive and enabled me to create more of the story myself. In Baldurs Gate, I
would feel pretty disconnected from my crew and character, but in this game, they all feel like my guys. It has such nice
atmosphere and I love the detail thats been put in lots of other places despite the lack of things like much side quests. There is
still a lot to discover and people to speak to in Icewind Dale, just not as much, for me it was an advantage, and a reason why I
keep coming back to Icewind Dale because its always challenging and gets right into it. I really recommend it if you wanna play
a really great old school strategy RPG and have knowledge of the system. Baldurs Gate is the best one to play first though, you
will appreciate the added depth of this game a lot more after that. Perfect game to satisfy your desire for achviements. <3. Love
the idea of this game since it reminds me of DoomRL, one of my favorite roguelikes. Could this be its better-looking cousin?

Unfortunately my initial impression wasn't very good:
- I find controls awkward. Initially I thought you could move with the arrow keys and shoot with the mouse, but you have to use
either one or the other.
- When playing with keyboard you have to change your facing before moving in that direction. This has no gameplay purpose
since turning on yourself is doesn't cout as a turn. This makes moving around artificially slow, I'd much prefer "twin-stick" style
controls, think Binding of Isaac. It could work very well on a gamepad, on keyboard (two sets of directional keys, one to move
one to shoot, or with the keyboard to move and the mouse to shoot,
- Using the mouse is error-prone because clicking an enemy will shoot at it (if you have line of sight) or run towards it and your
doom if you don't. Basically if you're a fast player like me or misinterpret the visual cues you're in big trouble. Clicking an
enemy you can't shoot should do nothing.
- Keyboard keys are rebindable - good - but the keyboard controls occasionally interprets me pressing the key once as two
moves - very bad. WASD doesn't work by default and you can't use Enter to choose things in the main menu which gives the
initial impression that keyboard doesn't fully work (two bindings for each commands would be nice).
- You can't wait a turn to wait for enemies to move (a staple of turn-based roguelikes), so you're occasionally forced to move
into enemy line of fire, which I really hate.
- Initial 2-3 levels have very little challenge, I was getting seriously bored.
- So far level design is completely linear with only one path to traverse the whole level, which means that if an explosion leaves
some permanent toxic stuff on the floor you can be forced to walk through it, no alternate path for you.
- Drop rate from crates is low but they occasionally give very good loot so you feel forced to burst them all. You spend a lot of
ammo that way; there's a crowbar but it has limited uses and switching to the crowbar everytime to clean up a room is tedious. I
think you should just be able to melee the crates for free.
- You have to use all consumables from the inventory screen, being able assign a few into quickslots with their own keys
would've made the gameplay more fluid.
- Cheap deaths (in a permadeath game!): some enemies don't follow the same rules as you and can fire at you directly and
through obstacles while you have to shoot in straight lines. Also, when you open doors enemies can sometimes get a first shot at
you. In both cases if you're low on health you're doomed to die without being able to do anything about it, a big design sin for a
roguelike.
- Explosions graphics are cool but they don't accurately convey the squares that were affected, and for explosive enemies you
can't quite see if you were damaged by the explosion.
- Enemies seem to vary in health (your damage with weapons is constant) which makes the tactical game of positioning with the
enemies unreliable, i.e. you can't plan out how much damage you'll receive by tackling a specific enemy. I think enemies should
have fixed health (but you can have different colored ones for variations of the same enemy).

Still there are some things I liked:
- Thank gods, it avoided the balance-breaking mistake of having power\/health upgrades that stick between runs
- Nice pixel art, very well animated with nice explosions
- Explosive barrels (muhahahaha!!!) and destructible walls
- Only three weapons (so far at least) but they each have their purpose, and you have to carefully choose which one to use, and
conserve your ammo.
- You can select weapons with number keys.
- Getting weapon upgrades doesn't happen too often but is very satisfying because you can really feel the difference visually and
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in terms of damage. Other upgrades (inventory, skills) are even rarer but I think it's well-dosed.
- Secret rooms
- Some explosions don't expand in a single turn, so you can run away from them, pretty cool
- Some interesting inventory items, mostly consumables but some with permanent effect
- Traps can be used against enemies

Overall some good elements, but some very annoying flaws and some bad design points. I didn't find the overall gameplay as
exciting as in DoomRL, in particular due to a lack of early challenge and controls I dislike. I'm on the edge on whether I should
recommend it or not, but I'm going with negative since I won't be coming back to it. Let's see what can of improvements can be
brought to the game during early access.... We need more maps and bikes!. i dont like it
i dont enjoy the gameplay. Emporium is a short interactive game with a dark ambience and story.

As the introduction page says, the game only lasts 30-40 minutes top for one play through. You need to go through at least 2
playthroughs to see all the information in the game and to unlock all the achievements.

The game is minimal and implicit in its expression, with one-line dialogues and choices leading to unlocking different items and
ultimately to two endings (with little differences). Refer to community guides for more information.

The game is disturbing in a few scenes, but it should not by any means be considered a horror game. If you are looking for one,
you might want to pass this one. The game has a story, but it is not explicitly told; your understanding of the story relies heavily
on your speculation. If you are looking for story or interactive novels, this isn't for you.

This game is very similar to a previous game by the developers of this game: Mangadon. It is a free game on Steam and I have
reviewed it. Both games rely on piecing together scattered information and maybe sumbols for understanding the story. But
unlike Mangadon, the story is not clear even if you read all the lines in the game. Maybe it's because my interpretation skills are
not good enough, but I did not get nearly as good an understanding of the story. My interpretation is that a boy under an abusive
mother commited suicide in adulthood.

The game also has shortcomings, like you would get bored easily due to the low density of information and feedback in the
game.

I would put this game into the middle ground due to its overly implicit expression of information, but unfortunately Steam
doesn't offer an option like this. Even so, the game is recommended to those who are interested to interpretation and hidden
messages in games.

To normal gamers...it's hard to say.

6.5/10. its okay little short tho should be longer. A fun twin-shooter that reminds you that bouncing is a blast. A definite
recommend to shmup fans ^_^

https:\/\/youtu.be\/m_jzjYHVao4. A good VR experience, so far as I played this I'm still wondering if there would be more to
explore and interact, also what if there would be a "real" multiplayer part like what we had in those old-school-WOW-style
mmorpgs? I'm just asking for more non-linear stuff inside, after all, I don't wanna just watch the same scripted animations again
and again. Also, could I combat with those dinos by some more controllable weapons rather than only millions of tedium BFG?
That would be more excited. To be honest, I don't feel I'll play it for multiple times after I finished almost every scene, but
maybe next time when my friends came I'd show them this. Nice enough 7/10.
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